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Our roses are coming from 

STAR ROSES and WEEKS 

ROSES and pictures can be 

found in catalogs (available for 

viewing at our store) or on their 

websites.   

 

Hybrid Tea & 

Grandiflora 

The following roses are grown for the 

individual beauty of each flower.  All 

make excellent cut flowers.  These 

make the largest flowers either one to 

a stem or in small clusters. 

__Big Momma  $19.99 

Medium pink that lightens after 

opening, strongly fragrant, heavily 

petaled, good cut.  Medium height 

bush.   

__Brandy  $14.99 

Brassy apricot, large fragrant 

flowers, good form, little disease.  

Very popular. 

__Dee-lish  $19.99 

Old fashioned, heavily petaled, 

deep pink with strong fragrance 

and little disease.  2016 fragrance 

award winner.  Tall bush. 

__Dolly Parton  $14.99 

Hot orange, tall balloon-like 

flowers with strong fragrance.  

Perfectly named standout. 

__Double Delight  $16.99 

Vanilla dipped in strawberry 

flowers with strong fragrance.  ALL 

TIME FAVORITE  Quick repeat, 

loves heat.  Best of the bi-color 

roses.   

__Firefighter  $19.99  Overall best 

red is the best combination of  

size, fragrance, disease resistance, 

repeat, and color.  Tall bush. 

__Gentle Giant  $19.99 

Giant, rich pink, moderate 

fragrance, little disease.  Tall bush.   

__Grande Dame  $19.99 

Old fashioned, deep rose pink, 

intensely fragrant.  Tall bush. 

__Ingrid Bergman  $19.99 

Best red rose for production in the 

garden.  Lots of nearly perfect 

flowers, good color, little disease, 

little fragrance.   

__Ink Spots  $14.99 

Black red flowers, little fragrance, 

no disease, long stems.  Darkest 

red we’ve seen. 

__Just Joey  $14.99 

Warm apricot, huge size, good 

fragrance, little disease.  Very 

impressive blooms especially 

during cool weather.   

__Love and Peace  $19.99 

Yellow edged with deep pink, 

sweetly fragrant, little disease.  

Medium height vigorous bush.   

__Miss Congeniality  $19.99 NEW 

Medium size white with deep pink 

picotee edge, light fragrance, little 

disease.  NEW 

__Neil Diamond  $19.99 

Large pink with white stripes, 

intense sweet fragrance.  Tall 

bush. 

__Neptune  $19.99 

Best mauve with strong fragrance.  

Good size, deep color, good 

disease resistance 

__New Zealand  $14.99 

Coral pink blend with powerful 

fragrance, little disease.  This was 

the first rose to combine great 

fragrance with good disease 

resistance and long vase life. 

__Olympiad  $14.99 

Clearest plastic red, long lasting 

bloom, little fragrance.  Very long 

stems, little disease, loves heat. 

__Peter Mayle  $19.99 

Very large, deep pink, very strong 

fragrance, little disease.   

__Pope John Paul II  $19.99 

Fragrant white, heavily petaled 

bloom with excellent form.  

Medium/tall bush with little 

disease.   

__Radiant Perfume  $19.99 

Deep yellow flower with excellent 

fragrance.  Medium height bush 

with little disease.  This combines 

a lasting deep yellow color with 

fragrance.   

__Rock & Roll  $19.99 

Cream splashed and striped with 

burgundy, strong fragrance.  

Medium height bush. 

__Smokin’ Hot  $19.99 NEW 

Dark orange with purple smoke 

and white reverse.  Heavy 

bloomer of medium size flowers.   

__St. Patrick  $19.99 

Best yellow, starts green deepens 

to gold, little fragrance, little 

disease.  Longest lasting yellow 

flowers. 

__Sugar Moon  $19.99 

Best white.  Big, heavily petaled, 

super fragrant with contrasting 

dark foliage.  Tall, upright bush. 

__Sweet Surrender  $14.99 

Medium pink, heavily petaled, flat 

bloom, strongly fragrant with 

straight stems, little disease. 

__Twilight Zone  $19.99 

Deep purple velvet with strong 

clove scent, heavily petaled.  

Medium height bush. 

 



__Valencia  $19.99   

Creamy apricot/copper with 

strong fragrance and long vase 

life.  Little disease. 

__World War II Memorial  $19.99  

Very light mauve pink with strong 

fragrance, little disease.   

__Yves Piaget  $19.99 

Deep mauve pink with big, highly 

fragrant bloom, great production, 

little disease.  Short to medium 

bush.  This is one of the best roses 

ever but is essentially an English 

rose (80 petals!) on a short hybrid 

tea bush. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Floribunda & 

Shrub Roses 

The following roses are grown for 

the color impact they make in the 

garden.  These generally have 

somewhat smaller flowers that 

occur in clusters. 

__Carefree Wonder  $14.99 

Deep pastel pink with white edge 

and reverse.  Heavy bloomer with 

no disease.   

__Distant Drums  $14.99 

Tan blending to orchid pink, with 

light fragrance.  Medium height 

bush.  Unique antique color. 

__Doris Day  $16.99 

Pure golden yellow, strong fruity 

fragrance,  constant heavy bloom.  

Medium height bush. 

__Gruss An Aachen  $14.99   

Pale pink cream that deepens with 

heat, good repeat, low to medium 

height.  Little disease.  This old 

German rose was the inspiration 

for David Austin’s English roses. 

__Icecap  $14.99 

Pure white with fast repeat and 

little disease with little fragrance.  

This new rose is an improvement 

over Iceberg, shorter, denser 

habit, and less disease. 

__Julia Child  $16.99 

Deep yellow gold with strong 

fragrance and little disease.  Low 

to medium rounded bush. 

__Tuscan Sun  $19.99 

Bronze buds opening to coppery 

apricot, aging to pink, lightly 

fragrant, heavy bloomer.  Medium 

height bush with little disease. 

 

 

 

 

 

Climbing Roses 

The following roses are large 

plants with long rambling stems 

best displayed on a support. 

__Eden Climber  $19.99 

Old fashioned, pink opening pale, 

little disease or fragrance.  VERY 

POPULAR 

__Garden Sun  $19.99 

Yellow aging to pink.  New climber 

hopefully will have flowers that 

tolerate heat better than past 

yellow cultivars.   

 


